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Yoshukan Competition Team
The Academy of Yoshukan Karate launched a new endeavor
this past May....the Yoshukan
Competition Team!
25 students of the Academy
joined the team and committed to
participating in a minimum of 3
tournaments in the coming year.
Each team member attends
monthly training sessions focused exclusively on sport karate
and competition performance.
Skills covered include: footwork;
defensive and offensive types;
ring control; tournament situations; kata and kumite performance.
The competition team members
also received binders and track
suits identifying them as the Yoshukan Competition Team. Aged
8-18, the team already has a
number of top tournament competitors and promises to add to the Ontario Provincial Team ranks in the coming years.
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Summer Camp V.I.P. Guests

The Yoshukan Karate Association is pleased to welcome two Senior
Sensei to our summer camp August 17-20, 2006. Hanshi Kenzo
Dozono (8th Dan) will be attending and teaching our students on Friday evening, August 18th. Kyoshi Devorah Dometrich (8th Dan)
will also be attending and teaching our advanced students Okinawan
kobudo (weapons) on Friday, August 18th.
To book your attendance in either camps, please notify Sensei
Robertson at: iaito@sympatico.ca or call: (905) 919-1919.

House of continuous improvement and development
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ACADEMY HOSTS NCCP COURSE

The Academy of Yoshukan Karate Inc. recently hosted the National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) sponsored
by the Karate Association of Ontario. Academy instructors and senior students attended and upgraded their knowledge
of basic: anatomy; pedagogy; waza; and theory. Representing the Yoshukan association were: Murray Buckler, Zeljko
Violoni; Andrew Johnson; Bryan Dreschel; Lionel Lacktin; Devon Taylor; Stephen Dreschel; Betty Gormley;
David Bartolini; Laurie Grinton; Nicole Wolfe; Allan Gormley; Natasha Campbell and Diane Kewley. Kancho
Robertson had previously taken the course.
The course was conducted by Ontario NCCP Instructor Howard Crocker and is one of two Level 1 courses offered to
amateur coaches in Canada. One of the Level 1 courses is general coaching theory applicable to any amateur coach
and the other level 1 course is specific to Karate coaching. Level 2 Karate NCCP has just been launched in Ontario.
The NCCP program goes up to Level 5 (Olympic Coach) and is a demanding program requires years of dedication.
Shihan Provencher of Montreal is in process of completing her Level 4 NCCP, making her one of only a few female
Canadian coaches at this level. By Level 4, multiple weekends are required, as well as, research and months of study.
Academy instructors had mixed feelings at the end of the program due to some political interference by Karate Ontario
officials. The attendees felt that the instructor was hampered by unnecessary interruptions and that the discussions
were dominated by a KO executive. Overall, their comments ranged from “Good” to “Not a good use of my time due to
constant interruptions” to “Could have been conducted in 1/2 the time”.
Despite the varied feedback, the Yoshukan Karate Association is very appreciative of the time/effort expended by our
instructor team to grow their abilities and become stronger coaches. Ultimately, the test of our program is the quality of
our students. With this group of leaders, we are confident we will follow our Yoshukan philosophy and continue to improve our coaching and our student’s abilities.
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Académie de Karaté Yoshukan Montréal
by Simon,, Sarah et Sylvie Mercier
Les derniers mois ont été riches d’activités et d’enrichissement pour le club montréalais et ce, grâce aux efforts
constants de nos dévoués Sensei et de leurs fidèles disciples.
Kancho Robertson nous a visité à deux reprises cette saison, et surtout nous a généreusement consacré deux
entraînements : une clinique intensive ouverte à tous les karatékas montréalais réunis pour l’occasion au Dojo Pump et
un pré-test pour les candidats aspirants ceintures noires ou aspirants deuxième, troisième ou quatrième Dan qui se
présenteront à l’épreuve ouverte lors du camp d’été 2006 à Picton.
Kancho a profité de ces entraînements pour nos rappeler quelques prémices du Yoshukan et de l’art du guerrier: la
maîtrise du Chi pour concentrer notre énergie et notre détermination, la compréhension des Bunkai pour pleinement
exploiter les katas et l’importance des éléments de distance, de précision et de rythme/synchronisation pour livrer un
combat efficace. Nous avons accueilli tous ces commentaires avec enthousiasme, sachant qu’ils contribuent à faire de
nous de meilleurs karatékas, plus accomplis et plus confiants.
Ces deux activités on été complétés par une mini-clinique d’une journée offerte par Shihan Provencher au Dojo
Gadbois où nous avons perfectionné les techniques de base et autres éléments du curriculum en vue des examens
d’août.
L’équipe montréalaise s’est aussi enrichie d’un nouveau dojo -le Dojo Dandurand- localisé dans l’est de la ville, sous la
gouverne de Shihan Provencher. Ce dojo intégré à l’Académie Martiale Serei se déploie dans une atmosphère tout à
fait orientale, propice à la philosophie des arts martiaux. De nouveaux étudiants se joignent à chaque semaine.
Ajoutons que Shihan Provencher continue toujours de nous surprendre avec son inlassable énergie. Non seulement
est-elle active à préparer la relève de l’équipe du Québec avec Sensei Khoury et toute l’équipe de Karaté Québec, mais
elle s’est remise avec une détermination peu commune de son intervention au genou. Nous sommes d’ailleurs, tous
heureux de son retour rapide à l’entraînement. Elle est pour nous un exemple inspirant de détermination, de discipline
et de générosité. Domo Arigato Shihan!
Au plaisir du camp de Picton…. Et d’ici là bon été à tous! Entre-temps vous trouverez l’équipe montréalaise dans les
parcs de quartier pour les entraînements du samedi. On vous attend!

Shihan Louise Provencher and students from the Académie de Karaté Montréal
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ACADEMY KID’S CAMPS

The Academy again offered Kids Summer Camps on July 1721 and July 24-28, 2006.
The camps were a big success with close to 40 junior participants spread over the two weeks. Camp Counsellor Sempai
Natasha Campbell was a superb administrator and instructor
and kept both weeks running smoothly. Natasha demonstrated cool leadership, attention to detail and a positive personality with students and junior counsellors.
Supporting Natasha’s efforts were Junior Counsellors: Renée
Robertson; Max Klambauer; Gillian Hinton; and Nicholas
Ray Steckowych; as well as Leaders in Training (LIT): Jake
Robertson; Phil Lynch; Lucas Ruecker; and Emily Johnson
Campers participated in KARATE, multi-sports, arts &
crafts, brain teaser games and theme days in our honbu
”dojo” (training hall). Special activities were scheduled in the
afternoons including Movie Matinée and a mini-tournament.
The program was a big hit and promises to become an annual
summer event. To get more information on the camp, please
see Sensei Gormley or contact her at:
bettygormley@sympatico.ca

Clockwise from upper left corner: Rachel (Simba) Crowther; Emily
Johnson; Gabrielle Keeler; Camp pow-wow; Alexander Keeler;
Braden Copelin; Nicholas Ciemniecki; Gabrielle; Jeremy Snopek; Cole
Jackes; Tess Jackes; Emily,; Max Klambauer; Camp Counsellor: Natasha Campbell directing a camp game
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BUNKAI—THE ESSENCE OF YOSHUKAN
If we were to break down the thousands of techniques we study in karate-do, we would eventually find five broad categories:
Kata; Kumite. Kobudo, Kihon and Bunkai.
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Kata is the compilation of technique used to teach sequence and pattern of movements.
Kumite is the study of combat interaction including: timing; footwork; distance; combinations and fighting spirit.
Kobudo is the study of weapons and their use in combat. Kobudo teaches us how to master weapon extension; balance; application and transferability.
Kihon is the study of waza (technique) and the human anatomy. Kihon teaches us how to maximize our physiology to
get maximum leverage, gravity point and contraction (power).
Bunkai teaches us the myriad of applications of all of the above. In essence, it is the core of our study and most practical of all the categories.

What makes Yoshukan bunkai somewhat unique is that our Bunkai transcends kata applications. In most systems, bunkai
refers to only the applications of technique found in kata. Whereas, Yoshukan bunkai is a series of movements independent
of kata applications. The roots of our bunkai go back to various sources. The late, great Chito Ryu master, Dr. Tsuyoshi
Chitose is credited with organizing many of the bunkai into separate, distinct categories. Dr. Chitose learned many of the
bunkai himself from an Okinawan Master, Hanagufusuku and was also a Rokkudan (6th Dan) in Kodokan Judo. Other
strong bunkai influences came from Professor Georges Sylvain (8th Dan Ju-Jutsu) and Sensei Mike Litwinczuk; Kyoshi
Shane Higashi (8th Dan); Soke Yasuhiro Chitose (7th Grand Master of Chito Ryu); Kancho Mike Foster (9th Dan Yoshukai) and Hanshi Masaru Inomoto (9th Dan Jikkishin Ryu).

The Yoshukan Bunkai teach a variety of skills at each grade:
Yellow Belt - Te Hodoki No Waza (10 Wrist Releases)
Orange Belt- Tai Sabaki
(28 Body Shifting Techniques)
Green Belt - Goshin Jutsu
(21 Self Defence Techniques)
Blue Belt - Niseishi Bunkai (21 Niseishi kata Applications)
Brown Belt - Nage No Kata (20 Throwing techniques)
1st Dan
- Hen Shu Ho
(28 Throw/Nerve Strikes)
2nd Dan - Ju Ni Ko
(12 Angular fighting Techniques)
3rd Dan
- Taiho Jutsu
(18 Control & Restraint Techniques)
4th Dan
- Kaiten No Ho
(10 Spinning Counterattacks)
5th Dan
- Seiken No Tori (3 Catching Punches)
- Kake Te Ho
(12 Gripping Counterattacks)

By mastering the complete Bunkai curriculum, the Yoshukan student will have developed skills for most any type of close to
medium range fighting situation. As importantly, the serious student will discover the thousands of combinations and applications between the various bunkai.
A good example of the ‘secrets’ beneath the bunkai is the Hen Shu Ho bunkai taught to 1st Dan Black Belts. The Hen Shu
Ho is a standard requirement for each Black Belt exam up to 5th Dan. However, the application of the Hen Shu Ho matures
at each exam until the student is no longer throwing their opponent from Shizen-tai, but rather, is applying the Hen Shu Ho
as nerve and meridian strikes from a fighting position.
Although students typically gravitate to either Kata or Kumite as their preferred focus, I encourage each of you to delve into
the depths of our Yoshukan bunkai and discover the true secrets of our system hidden below the surface of each technique.

Kancho Robertson

Yoshukan System DVD’s now available.

Contact Sensei at: iaito@sympatico.ca
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DOJO UPDATE: LASALLE
What's Happening at the LaSalle Martial Arts
Club in its first year? Plenty…
This year, three of our students obtained their
yellow belts. Congratulations to James
Williams, Matthew Hineson and Tyler
Hineson. Several of our other members have
also worked hard and hopefully will
Soon be grading for their belts.
Chief Instructor Malcolm Mazumdar was
chosen to present a self-defence workshop to
students from the English Schools of Montreal
in February. The LaSalle Club hosted his workshop: "The Best Fight You Never Had.”
Violence is a growing problem in schools on the
Island of Montreal. Sempai Mazumdar
presented practical self-defence techniques to the students: how to be proactive in potentially violent situations, how to defuse a potential fight situation and one's options should a fight become inevitable.
The club also welcomed Constable Johanne Lesage to talk to LCCHS students about what to look out for in the local
scene. Once again, the emphasis was on being proactive and becoming aware of options available to students in dealing
with threats, bullying and "taxing." LCCHS is part of the "Peaceful Schools Project" and Constable Lesage's presentation
was much appreciated by the students.
The LaSalle Martial Arts Club may be only in its first year, but there's PLENTY happening.

LaSalle Dojo students and Chief Instructor, Malcolm Mazumdar
Photos: Susan Cleveland and Vanessa McDermott
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ACADEMY WISHES ‘BON VOYAGE’ TO ITS GRADUATES
SAMANTHA LEE
Samantha Lee is in her second year of Nursing at the University of Ottawa. Sam earned
her Black Belt in 2005 and was an active member of the Academy participating in the
Demonstration Team, Leadership Team and various Dojo Olympics. Sam is a generous
person with a kind personality and caring disposition. Super traits for a future RN!
Sam is also a dedicated technician with clean technique and strong inner strength. We
are certain she will be a great addition to any nursing facility and community. Sam’s
younger sister, Michelle, is also preparing for her Black Belt exams (with Sam’s help)
and following her big sister’s lead.
Congratulations Sam and best wishes with your school and career!
sam_luvs_blink182@hotmail.com

NATASHA CAMPBELL
Natasha joined the Academy when 8 years old and has been an important part of our
program from day one. Natasha is a member of the Leadership Team, participant and
Coach of the Demonstration Team and two-time winner of the TOP PERFORMER award
at our Dojo Olympics. She has also been our White Belt Instructor since 2005 and
Counsellor for our Kid’s Camp 2006. Natasha earned her Black Belt in 2005.
Natasha has graduated with Honours from Appleby College and been accepted into
Montreal’s McGill University’s science program beginning this fall. A new adventure in a
new city.
The Montreal Académie de Karaté Montréal is looking forward to welcoming Natasha
into their dojo when she gets a break for her studies! Fluently bilingual, Natasha will
easily fit into the Quebec community and undoubtedly excell.
Best wishes Natasha, stay in touch and we will look forward to seeing you on school
breaks. You will be missed!
Natasha_kjc@hotmail com

SAMANTHA LACKTIN
Sam joined the academy as a 9 year-old in 1997. Active as a teacher, competitor and
team player, Sam has distinguished herself in many fields. She has been a member of
our Leadership Team, Demonstration Team (and Coach) and a past winner of the TOP
PERFORMER award at our Dojo Olympics. Sam was also active in the Karate Ontario
tournament circuit and was a former top-3 rated provincial fighter.
Sam is off to the University of Ottawa this fall to study for an Honours BA in Leisure
Studies, in French. A former middle school valedictorian, Sam has the where-with-all to
excel at whatever she focuses on.
Good luck Sam and we will hope to see you on your trips home and hear about your
adventures!
karate_chick_1997@hotmail.com
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YOSHUKAN STUDENTS COMPETE AT NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Two Yoshukan students recently competed at the National Karate Association Championships in St. John’s, Newfoundland. Academy student
Renée Robertson and Académie de Karaté Yoshukan—Montreal
student, Raluca Stanescu represented their respective provinces.
Renée had a very successful competition year in Ontario. Undefeated
in kumite, she won 4 gold medals and is the provincial champion for girls
14-15, under 55 kg. Renée also tied for first for kata in the province with
2 gold medals, I silver and 1 bronze.
Competing in kata, kumite and team kumite at the Nationals, Renée had
the opportunity to learn more about national-level competition and how
to adjust her style for sport. She won a Bronze Medal in Team kumite.
Raluca Stanescu showed lots of grit making the Quebec Team for the
Womens Masters division (over 40) in kumite. She won a Gold medal
for kumite and added another notch in the Yoshukan belt at a national
level.
Congratulations to both these athletes for the courage and sacrifices
they made in 2005-6 to win entry to their provincial teams and compete
at the national level. Well done!

Shihan Provencher and student, Gold Medal
Winner Raluca Stanescu

ABOVE: Canada’s top
297 Karate Athletes
lined up for opening
cermonies

BESIDE: Renée
Robertson competing
in Kata

Renée and Ontario team mates on medal podium
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ACADEMY JUNIOR TEAMS
The Academy has created a number of teams to address various interests of our junior members. The teams provide excellent opportunities for our junior members to learn leadership skills, participate in demonstrations or learn sport karate competitive skills. Its no coincidence that juniors that participate in one or more teams typically stick with the Academy’s program
and become Black Belt graduates of our school. Below is a description of each team and the conditions for membership:

DEMONSTRATION TEAM
Considered the finest technicians in our dojo. Demonstration
team members train monthly and are invited to various demonstrations throughout the year. Examples of which are: fun fairs;
beaver groups; school demos and Academy functions.
Conditions: By invitation only. Invitees must be a minimum of
green belt level and have demonstrated superior technique and
attention to detail.
Cost: No charge to attend. $75 for Demo Team Uniform.
Coach: Sempai Natasha Campbell and Sensei Gormley
Members: Michelle Lee; Colby Taylor; Max Klambauer;
Nicholas Ray Steckowych; Hannah Golightly; Shauna
Wentzell; Renée Robertson; Cyrus Symoom; Alicia Parsons; Trevor Wentzell; Gillian Hinton; Phil Lynch; Olivia
Grinton; and Rachel Crowther.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
The Leadership Team is open to any junior member of green
belt level and above. This is a prestigious position within our dojo as junior members mentor other juniors and provide positive coaching feedback. Although the position is open to any junior student, they first pass a 4-month apprenticeship where
they learn how to ‘mirror’ teach, provide balanced feedback and support the class instructor. They also must sign a commitment with their parent’s approval.
Conditions: Open to all Academy juniors of Green Belt level and up. Must apprentice for 4 months (assist class instructor)
and sign Leadership Team Agreement
Cost: No charge to attend.
Awards: Leadership Team crest and Certificate. Sempai to junior students. 10% discount off Academy merchandise.
Members: Samantha Lacktin; Samantha Lee; Natasha Campbell; Renée Robertson; Peter Furlan; Colby Taylor; Emily
Johnson; Shauna Wentzell; Trevor Wentzell; Sanda Violoni; Jake Robertson; Matthew Grinton and Gillian Hinton

COMPETITION TEAM
Open to all dojo members (adult and junior), the competition
team specializes in sport karate tournament training. The team
trains monthly on: cardio-vascular conditioning; plyometrics; tournament techniques; footwork and ring control.
Conditions: Commit to attend 80% of classes and three tournaments over coming year. Bring binder to each training session.
Cost: $200 for year of training, binder and track suit.
Coach: Kancho Robertson and guest karate athlete instructors.
Members: Andrew Johnson; Daniel Domijan; Cyrus Symoom; Jake Robertson; Colby Taylor; Lea Violoni; Alex
Domijan; Sanda Violoni; Matthew Grinton; Phil Lynch;
Renée Robertson; Alicia Parsons; Gillian Hinton; Shelley
Brand; Emily Johnson; Johnathan Galler; Cole Jackes;
Peter Galler; Adrian Pouris; Rachel (Simba) Crowther;
Jacob Golightly: Hannah Golightly; Steven Kerrison
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2006 Upcoming Events
Demo Team Practice:
Brown/Black Belt Practices:
Black Belt Classes:
Yoshukan Summer Camp
Sensei Dometrich Seminar
Karate Ontario Tournaments:
7th Annual Dojo Olympics
Brown Belt Exams
XMAS Party
Academy Closed (XMAS)
New Year’s Class

-1st Friday of every month 6:00-7:30 PM
-1st Wednesday of every month 6:30-8:00 PM
- 3rd & 4th Wednesday of every month 6:00 to 7:30 PM
-August 17-20, 2006
-August 23rd 6:00 to 9:00 PM, Honbu Dojo
-Kitchener, October 1, 2006, Humber College—TBD Dec
- October 14th, 2006
- December 3rd, 2006—Honbu Dojo
- December 23rd, 2006—Honbu Dojo
- December 24th—31st, 2006
- January 1, 2007, 10:00 AM to Noon, Honbu Dojo

ZANSHIN is published quarterly by the Yoshukan Karate Association
Address: The Academy of Yoshukan Karate, 2355 Royal Windsor Drive, Unit 9, Mississauga, Ontario, L5J 4S8
Phone: (905) 919-1919
E-mail: iaito@sympatico.ca
Web: www.yoshukakarate.com

